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There was a new twist to the Sunshine tour this year, as our tour package included lodging at the 

Banff townsite rather than on the hill. It was also a self-drive trip, so we all appreciated the great 

driving conditions on dry roads. Once in Banff, we had the option of parking the vehicles and 

using the very convenient and free shuttle to and from the hill. It was surprisingly efficient and 

stress-free.   

 

We had been a bit worried that ski conditions would not be ideal, as Sunshine had not had a 

snow dump for a few weeks. Although the Goat's Eye chair was not yet open for the season, the 

snow was surprisingly good on the other runs. While we did not experience the glorious sunshine 

of the 2017 Sunshine tour, we were blessed with a continuous light snowfall for two days. The 

result – fabulous skiing. Even those of us who usually stick to the groomed slopes had the 

exhilarating experience of believing, if only for a day, that we were powder hounds! 

 

A highlight for several of us on day one was the afternoon tour with the Sunshine Snow Hosts. 

Tour hosting is one area where Sunshine excels. Forget the canned one-hour tour that we’ve 

experienced elsewhere. These folks take your interests and abilities into account and build a 

coffee break into their full afternoon tour. What’s not to love? Many thanks to our wonderful 

hosts, Donna and Ginger. Some of us were so keen that we went for a second tour with Ginger 

on day two and were not disappointed. 

 

On the social side, on arrival evening the entire group met for happy hour in the Meatball 

Lounge at the Ptarmigan. We met again for a full group dinner in the Meatball Restaurant after 

our first day of skiing. With a small group, it was an excellent opportunity for some fascinating 

conversations with new and old friends.  We even had a surprise visitor to our group dinner. No, 

it wasn’t Santa…. but an RMSSC cycling friend and his wife who just happened to be passing 

through town and heard we were stationed at the Ptarmigan. 

 

The tour hosts, Debbi Wallace and Cathy Block, thank the staff at the Ptarmigan and  Sunshine 

Village for accommodating the many changes we made to our initial tour plans.  And of course, 

from those who had the luxury of being passengers on the road trip, thanks so much to the 

drivers.  It all made for a great start to the ski season. 

 


